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A pioneering neuroscientist offers a new way of understanding how
emotions drive behaviorDoes your dog get sad when you leave for the day? Does your cat purr
because she loves you? Do bears attack when they’re angry? You can’t very well ask them. In
fact, scientists haven’t been able to reach a consensus on whether animals even have emotions
like humans do, let alone how to study them. Yet studies of animal emotion are critical for
understanding human emotion and mental illness. In The Nature of the Beast, pioneering
neuroscientist David J. Anderson describes a new approach to solving this problem. He and his
colleagues have figured out how to study the brain activity of animals as they navigate real-life
scenarios, like fleeing a predator or competing for a mate. His research has revolutionized what
we know about animal fear and aggression. Here, he explains what studying emotions and
related internal brain states in animals can teach us about human behavior, offering new insights
into why isolation makes us more aggressive, how sex and violence connect, and whether
there’s a link between aggression and mental illness. Full of fascinating stories, The Nature of
the Beast reconceptualizes how the brain regulates emotions–and explains why we have them
at all.

About the AuthorDavid J. Anderson is Seymour Benzer Professor of Biology and Director of the
TianQiao and Chrissy Chen Institute for Neuroscience at Caltech, where he studies the
neurobiology of emotion. Anderson is also a Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigator and
founding advisor of the Allen Institute for Brain Research. He is a recipient of the Perl-UNC
Neuroscience Prize and the Edward M. Skolnick Prize in Neuroscience, and a fellow of the
National Academy of Sciences and the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Anderson has written for the New York Times, appeared on All Things Considered, and his TED
talk on emotion has been viewed more than 1.5 million times. He lives in Pasadena, California. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"The Nature of the Beast offers a
stellar new paradigm for investigating inner brain states like emotion. With his famously clear-
headed logic and a plain-spoken walk through the data, Anderson crafts a stunningly coherent
and compelling work whose implications are potentially vast—especially if, as seems likely, it
enables breakthrough treatments in psychiatric care, at long last."―Patricia Churchland,
University of California, San Diego“The Nature of the Beast presents an insightful new
framework for understanding how the brain regulates emotion. With wry humor, David J.
Anderson walks readers through the wonders of how neurons—funny little computational units
of the brain—give rise to such rich and complex things as emotions. His fruitfly work is both
legendary, and well, fruitful, in helping to elucidate how it is that our brains respond to
information in the environment. Of all the major emotion books to have come out in the past



decade, this is the most illuminating and useful of the bunch. An incredible work.” ―Dr. Daniel
Levitin, author of Successful Aging“We humans spend most of our waking hours in a subjective
state, wallowing in a “felt" sense of life. What is that and how do brains create it? Fearlessly,
David Anderson takes on the central issue of neuroscience and provides a roadmap to truly
understand this reality. Surprisingly, he reveals the way to get there is to study the fly brain not
the millions of psychiatric patients that are waiting for help. This field needs new ideas and this
book provides it.”―Michael S. Gazzaniga, University of California, Santa Barbara --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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science and the humanitiesIntroductionA CHILD PUMMELS A CLASSMATE IN A SCHOOL-
YARD. Insults traded in a tavern escalate into a bar fight. Two rams butt horns on a mountain
precipice. A pride of lionesses takes down a Cape buffalo. A malevolent mob storms the Capitol.
A mass shooter slaughters scores of concertgoers from a hotel window.All these examples are
naked acts of aggression. They are overt behaviors that can be recognized and recorded in
words or on video. However, at least in the case of humans, they are also accompanied by
something we cannot see: an internal, subjective experience of emotion by the person



committing the act. Witness any of the above situations, and you might assume that the
assailants feel anger, rage, fury. But unless they specifically tell us how they feel, how can we
ever really know what emotion they are experiencing—or, indeed, if they are experiencing any
emotion at all? And what about the experience of animals, whom we cannot even ask?Clearly,
there is some connection between aggressive behavior and things like anger and rage. It is
difficult to imagine being driven to commit such violent acts without an underlying emotional
drive. Yet our intuition and experience tell us that anger and aggression are not the same thing.
After all, one can certainly feel angry without physically expressing that feeling as aggression. Is
anger generated separately and independently from aggressive behavior in the brain, or are
they different manifestations of the same process? Does anger cause aggression, does
aggression cause anger, or is there no causal relationship between the two? Ultimately, these
questions can only be attended to after we’ve answered a more fundamental one: What exactly
are emotions, and what do they do for us?The problem is that, despite centuries of inquiry on
the topic, we don’t know. Not only that, but scientists cannot even agree on what an answer
should look like. There are easily half a dozen different perspectives people bring to the study of
emotion: psychological, cognitive, sociological, anthropological, philosophical, and
neuroscientific. Researchers in these disciplines don’t speak the same language or understand
things in the same terms. A psychologist seeks to explain emotions in terms of human drives,
needs, and conflicts. A neuroscientist seeks to explain them in terms of patterns of brain activity.
Some people want to explain a particular emotion, like sadness or fear; others want to
understand in a general way what makes emotion different from other kinds of brain processes.
Not only are we the proverbial blind men grasping different parts of the elephant and trying to
describe what we are holding, but we don’t even have the same word for “elephant.”Given this
intellectual diversity and lack of consensus, it is not surprising that there have been many books
espousing new theories of emotion. Most of them—certainly most of the theories that make their
way into the public conversation—originate in psychology. Such theories are interesting and
powerful, but they are often very abstract and hard to falsify by experiment. The perspective of
this book is very different. I believe that neuroscience can offer us a way of thinking about
emotions that is objective and empirical, and that gives us the tools to begin studying questions
about emotion that have been so difficult that some have written them off as unsolvable.But first,
a little background. Neuroscientists study diverse animal species, including humans, to
understand how the neurons and circuits within their brains give rise to internal drives and
behavior. Neuroscientists use a variety of methods to measure and manipulate the activity of
neurons in the brain. They also build computer models of brain function based on these data.
This allows for an intricate, causal understanding of brain function at its most basic level.
Neuroscience offers the hope that, when we understand the brain in sufficient detail, we will be
able to explain how its activity gives rise to both behavior and emotion.Perhaps you already
agree with me about the value of neuroscience. Maybe you even believe I am behind the times
and that this question has already been settled. For example, you may have read that fear is



produced by activity in a brain structure called the amygdala. Aren’t there many studies in which
neuroscientists put people in brain scanners and show that when they’re afraid, their amygdala
lights up (that is, becomes more active)? If that is the case for fear, then surely something similar
must also be true for anger. So isn’t the only thing left to do to figure out where anger and rage
“live” in the brain? Can’t we just put people in brain scanners, have someone watch what
happens in their brain when they get angry, and then repeat the same process for different
emotions until we have mapped them all?In a word, no. Brain-scanning experiments (technically
known as functional magnetic resonance imaging, or fMRI) do not directly visualize electrical
activity in the brain; rather, they image blood flow to a particular area. Consequently, they provide
only a very coarse-grained view of brain activity. More important, such experiments only provide
correlative data. If we observe activity somewhere in a person’s brain while they say they are
afraid or angry, we cannot know whether the brain activity is causing the emotion or the emotion
is causing the brain activity. Furthermore, relying on what a subject says they are feeling—that is,
verbal report—is not necessarily an accurate way to assess that person’s subjective feelings. A
subject can mischaracterize or even lie about what they feel. What’s more, it is quite difficult, in
practice, to induce an authentic, bona fide emotion in a human subject in a brain scanner
because the subjects know they are in an experiment and have all kinds of distractions, like the
noise in the scanner and people running around in white lab coats. Finally, early fMRI studies of
fear in different laboratories produced inconsistent results, as psychologist and author Lisa
Feldman Barrett has shown (although more recent studies have produced more consistent
results).These and other factors have led in recent years to a sort of debunking of simplistic
neuroscientific explanations of emotion based on human brain-scanning experiments. For
example, Feldman Barrett argued in a 2015 New York Times opinion piece that neural activity in
the amygdala is not in fact the source of fear; instead, fear and other emotions are diffusely
distributed across the brain rather than localized to any single brain region. In another op-ed,
Feldman Barrett argued further that anger in humans comes in so many different forms that
looking for brain activity that singularly represents this emotion is, effectively, an exercise in
futility. From this perspective, efforts to understand anger—or any emotion, for that matter—at
the level of neuroscience seem fundamentally flawed, and the nature of emotion itself seems to
remain beyond our grasp.What I hope to show you is that such dismissals are too quick.
Neuroscience has something real to tell us about how emotions work; we’ve just been going
about it in the wrong way. Over the past two decades, that has begun to change with the
development of revolutionary new techniques for understanding brain function in so-called
model organisms, animals that are bred in the laboratory for research and are amenable to
genetic manipulations, like mice and fruit flies. These methods use genes and light to mark,
map, measure, and manipulate specific types of neurons in the brain. Unlike brain-scanning
experiments, which measure neural activity indirectly, as blood flow to the brain, these new
methods can directly measure electrical activity in individual neurons and can map their direct
connections to particular cells in other brain regions.These techniques allow specific sets of



neurons to be turned on or off at will, to determine how that affects specific behaviors. Unlike
brain-scanning experiments, such experiments can distinguish cause from effect. Fittingly, I refer
to such experiments as causal neuroscience. They will help us arrive at a deeper conceptual
understanding of emotion, but they have practical implications as well. Distinguishing cause and
effect is crucial if you want to, for example, find the correct brain targets for new psychiatric drugs
or therapies utilizing deep brain stimulation.Overwhelmingly, however, emotions are still broadly
viewed and explained in psychological terms. To be clear, there is nothing inherently wrong with
such explanations. From a utilitarian viewpoint, however, if psychological explanations were
enough, then talk therapy would be sufficient to successfully treat most mental illnesses,
including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
major depression, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia, to name just a few. Certainly, talk therapy
can be useful for some patients. But in many cases—particularly those involving severe mental
illnesses—it is not. At that point drugs are used (albeit often together with talk therapy). The
problem is that we don’t have good drugs to treat or cure most psychiatric disorders, and the
drugs that we do have often cause side effects that can be so unpleasant and debilitating that
many people stop taking them and suffer the consequences (like the brilliant novelist David
Foster Wallace, author of Infinite Jest, who discontinued his depression meds because of their
side effects and wound up committing suicide).The sad fact is that there hasn’t been a
fundamentally new psychiatric drug approved in the last 50 years. All the “new” drugs being
released are just variants on the same basic theme—for example, selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs) like Prozac, Paxil, and Lexapro. The reason is that most of the drugs that we
do have—like SSRIs—were discovered by chance. Such lucky accidents don’t happen very
often, and many people suffer while we are waiting for the next one to occur. We need to be able
to have a way to develop new psychiatric therapies by design, through an understanding of
underlying disease mechanisms.Causal neuroscience offers that hope. For example, if the
activity of a certain type of neuron is correlated with anxiety, it could mean either that the
neuron’s activity causes anxiety or that anxiety causes the neuron to be active. If turning that
neuron off makes an anxious animal more “chill” while activating the neuron makes the animal
more anxious, it would suggest that those neurons cause anxiety. If such manipulations have no
effect, it would suggest that the neuron’s activity is a consequence, not a cause, of the animal’s
anxiety state. That outcome matters if you are trying to decide which type of neuron to study in
order to search for a new treatment for anxiety disorders.ADMITTEDLY, THESE NEW
METHODS of causal neuroscience are difficult to apply in humans, for both technical and ethical
reasons. Our brains are large, complex organs, and it is challenging to find ways to reliably
stimulate or inhibit tiny, specific areas that might isolate specific brain functions and activity.
Furthermore, such methods are invasive: they require surgery to open up the brain and insert
electrodes, optical fibers, or other equipment. In humans, medical ethics dictate that brain
surgery can only be performed to treat an illness, such as epilepsy, and any recordings of brain
activity have to be restricted to the affected region. Therefore, neurosurgeons can’t just stick an



electrode anywhere they want to in a healthy person’s brain, start stimulating, and see what
happens. That makes it impossible to do a systematic, brain-wide search for regions controlling
different emotional feelings. In addition, causal neuroscience studies usually require heritable
modifications of an animal’s genes, something that is currently prohibited in humans. It also
involves injections of inactivated viruses into the brain in order to genetically modify the neurons
of interest. In humans, this would only be allowed to treat a specific illness, such as brain
cancer.For these reasons, if we want to use these new methods to achieve a causal
understanding of how emotions like fear and anger are generated by the brain and linked to
behaviors like aggression—one that will impact human health—then we need to work on animal
models. Already, the application of causal neuroscience in animals has had an enormous impact
on our understanding of brain processes such as vision, perception, learning, memory, and
motor function, to name just a few. There is every reason to think that they should have a similar
impact on our understanding of emotion and of the relationship of emotion to action.But now we
arrive at a significant problem. How do you measure emotions in animals? Most people use the
word “emotion” in everyday speech to refer to “feelings.” Feelings are subjective experiences that
we become consciously aware of through introspection. Scientifically, the only way to assess
subjective feelings is by verbal report: the researcher asks the subject how they feel, and the
subject describes their feelings. Since animals can’t talk, we have no way of knowing what they
are feeling—or indeed, if they are feeling anything at all (in the sense that we experience
feelings). Subjective feelings are a manifestation of conscious awareness, and there is currently
no way to objectively determine whether a non-human animal is conscious. Therefore, if we
consider emotions exclusively as “feelings,” we cannot know whether they are an attribute of
animals. As the Nobel Prize–winning Dutch ethologist Niko Tinbergen (one of my scientific
heroes) wrote: “Hunger, like anger, fear and so forth, is a phenomenon that can be known only
by introspection. When applied to another species, it is merely a guess about the possible
nature of the animal’s subjective state.”1From this perspective, the observation that an animal is
fighting doesn’t necessarily mean that it is also experiencing what we would call “anger.” The fact
that it is freezing doesn’t necessarily mean that it is experiencing what humans label as “fear.”
Action is one thing; emotion is something else altogether. In this view, the observation that an
animal is exhibiting a particular behavior doesn’t necessarily mean that it has any emotions at
all.Those of you who (like myself) are pet owners may find this view patently absurd. Most of us
feel strongly that we can intuit how an animal is feeling just by looking at it. For example, I’m
pretty sure I can tell whether my cat is happy or alarmed by looking at her body language and
her face. If she looks content or frightened, then it seems obvious that she must be experiencing
those emotions (i.e., that she is aware of them), just as we would. If you think this way, you are in
good company. Charles Darwin, the great naturalist (and another one of my scientific heroes),
wrote in his 1872 book The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals that “even insects
express anger, terror, jealousy and love by their stridulation [rubbing their wings together to
produce sound].”2The assumption that animals feel the way we do seems right and true,



particularly when we think about the reaction of our pet dog or cat to events that we view as
fearful or threatening. But what of the reaction of a fish, a fly, or a bee to a threatening event?
Should we attribute emotions to those animals as well, as Darwin assumed we could? Or should
we remain agnostic until we can find a more objective way to determine whether a particular
animal species has emotions?Darwin’s assumption was fine for his purpose, which was to
explain the evolutionary benefit of specific “emotional” behaviors that people and some animals
share, like why our eyes widen when we are afraid.i However, for a hard-nosed neuroscientist
like me, this assumption is problematic for several reasons. First, if we define emotions as
feelings, then, as Tinbergen said, we can’t objectively know if an animal has any emotions at all.
Second, if we simply assume, like Darwin, that all animals have emotions, then in order to infer
what kind of emotion a given creature is feeling, we have to attribute to that animal the same
emotions we would feel under similar conditions. But animals are not little people in furry
costumes, and so our intuition may mislead us. For example, if I see my cat roll on her back with
her paws in the air when I come home from work, I infer that she is happy to see me—because I
would be happy to see me if I were the cat locked in the house alone all day. However, I have no
independent, objective way of knowing how or what my cat is feeling, other than by observing
her behavior. I can’t both explain her behavior by assuming I know her feelings and decide what
she is feeling by observing her behavior—that’s circular logic. Maybe she has simply learned
that she can train me to rub her belly by rolling on her back with her paws in the air.To compound
this problem, a given behavior may reflect one of several possible underlying emotions, which
can be difficult to distinguish. An animal may be immobile because it is frozen in fear—or
because it is asleep. It may attack another because it is threatened, because it is establishing
dominance, or because it wants to eat it. Similarly, when a male animal of a given species
mounts another male, is that a homosexual behavior that reflects love or affiliation, or is it a
dominance display? Trying to infer the particular emotion state that an animal is in, just from
observing its behavior, can be difficult.Finally—and most important, from the perspective of this
book—many animal behaviors that look “emotional” to us, through our anthropomorphic lens,
may simply be automatic, genetically pre-programmed responses hardwired to specific external
sensory cues. Such behaviors are essentially reflexes, much like the type you experience when
a doctor raps your knee with a little hammer and your leg extends. As Max Planck Institute
cyberneticist Valentino Braitenberg has shown, it is easy to program a four-wheeled vehicle to
behave in a way that deceives people into thinking it is exhibiting an emotion (attraction or
disgust) when in fact its movements are simply being controlled by sensors that are wired to
move the wheels clockwise or counterclockwise, like a Mars rover (more on this in Chapter 2).
So if a mouse moves away from a hot surface, does that necessarily mean that it is in a state of
pain? Or is it just exhibiting a reflex? Even in humans, the rapid withdrawal of your hand from a
hot stovetop is controlled by a reflex in your spinal cord that bypasses your brain altogether. (The
pain you feel is something different; that happens afterward, in your brain.) By the same token, a
mouse or a fly that jumps or freezes in response to a threat may just be exhibiting a reflex,



without any accompanying internal state of fear.So if neuroscience is able to offer a better way of
thinking about emotions than we currently have, as I believe it is, then we now know what it must
do. First, it should operationally redefine “emotion” in a way that does not require attributing
feelings to animals. Second, it needs to be able to distinguish whether a given animal’s behavior
expresses any emotion at all or is just an automatic reflex. Third, it must offer a way to determine
what kind of emotion the animal is having, without falling back on attributing our own subjective
human experiences to it. Finally, it must be able to show us that learning about how emotions
work in animal brains can tell us something about how they work in our own brains.TO GIVE
YOU A glimpse of what I’ll be talking about, let’s start with the first and toughest question: Is
there a way to objectively identify instances of emotional expression in animals without
attributing human-like feelings to them? As I often do when I get stuck thinking about brains and
behavior, I turn to my cats for inspiration: Serafina, a delicate, sensitive calico with an inquisitive,
searching face that looks almost human, and Buster, a gray tabby who was rescued as a kitten
from the bushes behind my research lab at Caltech and has a yellow-eyed, inscrutable stare and
an energy and fearlessness that betray his feral origins. Serafina has never adjusted to Buster,
whom we took in about a year after we adopted her. Despite his desperate attempts to win her
affections, she studiously avoided him. When he would pester her too persistently, she would
hiss and swat him away, often drawing blood with her claws. Then she would groom herself and
return to her usual meditative state as Buster escaped to another room.Buster, on the other
hand, would never hurt a fly. Even when he is roughhousing with me, his claws remain sheathed
and he only play-bites. Serafina, on the other hand, quickly gets irritated if I play too roughly with
her and lacerates my hands with her razor-sharp teeth and claws. However, there was one
occasion on which Buster was utterly transformed. Buster is an indoor cat, and one day he
confronted through our glass back door a large, unfamiliar gray tomcat who had strayed into our
yard. As they stood nose to nose, Buster released a deep moan from his throat, his back arched,
and the fur on his tail puffed up to several times its normal thickness. He remained like that,
staring out the window and moaning, until the tomcat left. Shortly after that, Serafina wandered
into the room near Buster, and he suddenly wheeled and attacked her with a fury and
viciousness that I had never seen before, leaving a nasty scratch on her nose that took weeks to
heal.Clearly, Buster’s attack on Serafina was more than just a reflexive, automatic response to
the tomcat. Apparently Buster had been put into some kind of amped-up state that persisted
even after the tomcat wandered away, and which he eventually released by attacking Serafina.
Was Buster aware of the fact that he was in this state? Did he experience a subjective feeling,
akin to what we humans experience as anger or rage, during this episode? Maybe he did, or
maybe he didn’t—there was no way to know. I realized, however, that this question didn’t matter
if what I wanted to understand was how the brain produced that state. By analogy, a rock sitting
in the sun is hot, and the same rock in the middle of the night is cool: it’s in a type of physical
state that is characterized by how much heat energy it contains. I’m pretty sure that the rock isn’t
subjectively aware of its heat, but we can measure it with a thermometer



nevertheless.Unfortunately, in the case of emotion there’s no such device. It’s not like I can go to
the hardware store, purchase a Rage-O-Meter for $9.95 plus tax, and stick it up Buster’s rectum.
(That would be a challenge!) Yet the experience with the tomcat had clearly caused something
to happen in Buster’s brain and body that persisted long after the tomcat disappeared, and that
fundamentally altered his behavior toward Serafina. How could I scientifically study that slippery
“something” without attributing subjective feelings to my cat? (I should note that when I go home
and take off my scientist hat, I treat my cats as if they do have subjective feelings, and I believe
that dogs and many other mammalian species do as well. However, when I go into the lab, I have
to check my beliefs at the door and maintain scientific objectivity.)The key intellectual adjustment
involved letting go of the idea that emotions consist exclusively of subjective feelings. Rather,
they are internal, central states of the brain that can exist independently of whether the owner of
that brain has any conscious awareness of them or not. We know anecdotally that even we
humans can sometimes have emotions that we are not consciously aware of but which our
friends and loved ones can infer from our body language or facial expression. And there are
laboratory studies that have provided evidence of unconscious emotions in humans as well. If
emotions can exist independently of consciousness in people, then they may exist in animals as
well, whether or not we consider those species to be “conscious.” This doesn’t mean that I think
that cats, dogs, and other animals don’t have subjective feelings; it just means that I don’t need
to answer that question scientifically in order to study how their brains generate emotion
states.But what exactly do I mean by a “state” of the brain? Brain states function to control the
way that information from the outside world is interpreted by the brain and converted into action.
For example, if you were starving, a plate of cold french fries in a puddle of congealed grease
would elicit ravenous feeding, but if you were full after a meal, the same stimulus could make you
recoil. Most animals would behave in exactly the same way—including fruit flies. You may have a
subjective feeling of being starved or sated, but the feeling is not what controls your behavior.
Your brain state controls your behavior, and your subjective feelings are your conscious
experience of your brain at work—the brain’s perception of its own internal state.Some brain
states can prevent you from responding to a stimulus at all. Sleep is such a state. When you are
fast asleep, you don’t hear subtle noises that you would otherwise easily detect if you were
awake. If the noises get loud enough, of course, they can wake you up. But the point is that when
you are in the sleep state, the same sensory stimulus is processed differently by the brain
compared to when you are awake. And a person doesn’t need to be consciously aware of the
fact that they are asleep in order for that state to suppress their responses to external stimuli.
Similarly, an animal doesn’t need to have a subjective experience of thirst in order for its brain to
tell its body to find and consume water when it is dehydrated.In other words, emotions are
internal states that control how the brain’s input is converted into its output, like a supervisor
directing workers how to connect calls at an old-fashioned telephone switchboard. Externally
visible behavior is one such output, or “readout,” of the internal emotion state. But there are other
measurable readouts that can occur internally, such as changes in heart rate, blood pressure, or



hormone levels. Subjective feelings—our conscious awareness of these internal states—are just
another such readout. However, they are neither the only one nor the essential one. Therefore,
by considering emotions as functional internal states, we can study how the brain controls
emotions in animal models without having to assume or figure out whether animals do or don’t
have subjective feelings.Neuroscience seeks to understand how internal emotion states are
generated, or “implemented,” by the brains of humans and other species. This implementation
may involve special global patterns of electrical activity (for example, certain kinds of brain
waves), increases in certain neurotransmitters or other brain chemicals, or activity in specific
brain regions, types of neurons, and neuronal circuits. In principle, if we understood how the
brain generates a particular emotion state, then we should be able to measure electrical activity
or chemicals in an animal’s brain and identify what emotion state it is in. Conversely, if we knew
what emotion state an animal was in (from measuring its behavior and physiology), then we
should be able to predict what its patterns of brain activity and chemistry should look like. But in
order to do this, we first need to be able to determine whether a behaving animal is in any kind of
emotion state at all—let alone what kind of emotion it is having.Why is this even an issue? What
is the alternative? Isn’t it obvious that if an animal is freezing or running away, it is experiencing
fear? While that may be our intuition, from a neuroscientific perspective it is actually not a
foregone conclusion. The reason is that animal behaviors that may look superficially like they
express an underlying emotion state may in fact just be automatic, hardwired reflexes. As I will
describe in Chapter 2, it is possible to design a fairly simple robot that displays behaviors toward
a stimulus (e.g., a light source) that look superficially like “love,” “fear,” and “hate.” The robot is
programmed by engineers to respond to the stimulus in a fixed way that depends on the robot’s
orientation to the stimulus and its internal wiring. In a similar manner, evolution has
“programmed” the nervous system of many organisms to respond to stimuli that affect their
survival, like predators or tainted food, with reflexive behaviors like freezing or avoidance. Such
behaviors are referred to as “fixed action patterns.” Just because we observe an animal freeze in
response to a predator or withdraw from spoiled food, that doesn’t necessarily mean it’s
experiencing fear or revulsion. It could just be a pre-programmed, reflexive response. Is there a
scientific way to distinguish between these alternatives?In this book, I’ll describe how my
colleagues and I have developed and used a set of criteria to do precisely that, based on careful
analysis of an animal’s behavior. This approach can, in principle, be applied to any animal
species. In fact, you can even apply it at home while watching your pets; it is completely non-
invasive and harmless. These criteria, which I developed in collaboration with my colleague
Ralph Adolphs, a professor at Caltech who studies emotions in humans, are based on general
features, or properties, of most or all emotional behaviors—meta-behaviors, if you will. These
individual properties are common to different kinds of emotional behaviors. Collectively,
moreover, these properties are typically not displayed by most reflexive behaviors. They
describe how an animal is performing a given behavior rather than which particular behavior it is
performing. We refer to these meta-behavioral properties as emotion primitives.These primitives



include properties such as persistence (emotional behaviors tend to outlast their inciting
stimulus, whereas reflexive behaviors terminate when their stimulus disappears), scalability
(emotional behaviors can increase or decrease in intensity as the intensity of the underlying
state changes, whereas reflexes are typically all or nothing), and generalization (the same
emotion state can be triggered by different stimuli and, once evoked, can alter an animal’s
responses to other stimuli). We have proposed additional such emotion primitives, and these will
be described in Chapter 2. Importantly, we postulate that emotion primitives are properties both
of internal brain states and of the externally observable behaviors that express those states.
Therefore, if an animal responds to a particular stimulus in a way that exhibits these meta-
behaviors, its behavior may reflect an underlying internal state rather than simply a “mindless”
reflex.To give you an example of how this works, I’ll tell you a story related to me by my friend
Kate. In her backyard, Kate has a small pond with a dozen goldfish in it. The goldfish have
learned that she feeds them, so when she walks to the edge of the pond they swim to the
surface and cluster at the edge near her feet. Early one morning, however, Kate looked out her
window and saw to her horror a blue heron plucking a fish out of the pond and swallowing it in
one swift gulp. (The fish may have mistaken the heron’s approach for Kate’s and swum haplessly
to its death.) About 20 minutes after the heron flew away to digest its meal, Kate tiptoed out to
her pond to inspect the damage. Most of the fish were nowhere in sight—they had fled to a part
of the pond protected by an overhang. However, two of the fish were lying motionless on the
bottom of the pond. Initially, Kate assumed that they were dead—perhaps from shock. However,
to her amazement, after another 10 minutes or so the fish started moving again and eventually
swam off.Evidently, these two survivors were exhibiting the piscatorial equivalent of playing
possum. The flight of the remaining fish to their refuge might well have been an instantaneous
reflex response to the threat posed by the heron. But such reflexive responses usually don’t
endure for half an hour after their inciting stimulus (in this case, the heron) has disappeared.
Rather, the response of the deceptively deceased-appearing fish displayed persistence, a basic
emotion primitive. That suggested to me in turn that their behavior was being controlled by a
persistent internal brain state. Whether you consider that “fear” or not, as a neuroscientist I
immediately wanted to know how the fish’s brain could keep them in that seemingly lifeless state
for such an extended period of time—and how the brain “knew” when it was safe to wake up.This
anecdote provides a real-world example of how you can find evidence of emotion primitives in
the animals inhabiting your own backyard. It illustrates the intended utility of the concept of
emotion primitives for thinking about how the brain controls behavior, in both animals and
people. It’s important to note, however, that emotion primitives are not a definition of emotion.
Nor are they a new theory of emotion. Rather, they provide a way of distinguishing reflexive
behavioral responses from behaviors likely to express an internal state of some sort, without
having to assume that an animal has a subjective experience of that state or even that the state
necessarily corresponds to a specific human emotion like “fear” or “disgust.” Certain emotion
states that are evolutionarily ancient, like fear, may indeed be shared between humans and



many animal species while others (e.g., schadenfreude) may be human-specific. Emotion
primitives, however, can be used collectively to identify any behavior that likely expresses an
internal emotion state, whether that particular state is common to many species or unique to a
given type of animal. (It could, in principle, even be used to look for evidence of internal emotion
states in Martians, based on the movement of their tentacles.) Once such behavioral evidence
of an internal state has been identified, we can use approaches from causal neuroscience to
study how these primitives—the components of the state—are encoded by the animal’s brain—
for example, how the goldfish’s brain allowed it to remain motionless for 20 minutes after the
heron left. In this way, the approach makes unanswerable questions answerable, by allowing
neuroscientists to deconstruct an internal emotion state into component features whose neural
control can be studied in animals.You can also think of emotion primitives as evolutionary
building blocks of emotion, in much the way that the internal combustion engine, transmission,
and carburetor are building blocks of a car. Just as those devices had to be invented before they
could be combined to create an automobile, emotion primitives could have appeared in
evolution before full-fledged emotions evolved. Therefore, the concept of emotion primitives can
be applied to the same behavior in different organisms, and to different behaviors in the same
organism, to get a sense of how emotions evolved as a type of behavioral control system. Are
there any animals that operate purely as robotic reflex systems? Or do all animals have internal
states that flexibly control their behaviors—even, say, a jellyfish? And are some emotion
primitives more primordial than others?The concept of emotion primitives is a relatively new one.
Ralph and I first introduced it in 2014, and elaborated on it in our 2018 academic book.3 That
concept has not yet been broadly accepted by the research community, although an increasing
number of papers are starting to use and refer to it. The concept of emotion primitives is one we
developed to help neuroscientists approach the problem of how brains generate emotion states
in diverse animals, from mice to fruit flies to roundworms. Whether it will have a lasting impact on
the broader field of emotion research remains to be seen.IN THIS BOOK, I will describe our
efforts to apply the concept of emotion primitives by using it to investigate defensive and
aggressive internal states in both mice and fruit flies. We did this to determine whether this
approach would generalize across different emotion states in the same animal (e.g., “fear”
versus “anger” in mice) and whether it would generalize across similar states in different animals
(e.g., “fear” or “anger” in mice versus those states in flies). Because fear and aggression are
evolutionarily ancient, they can be studied in organisms that are far apart on the evolutionary
ladder. We know that flies have internal states of hunger and thirst; they even sleep (in short
bouts of about five minutes). But do they also have internal states underlying escape behavior,
aggression, or mating that can be defined, measured, and understood? And might these internal
states be the evolutionary precursors of fear, anger, or lust? We’ll find out.A neuroscientific
perspective on how the brain generates internal emotion states in diverse organisms offers a
new way of thinking about the role of emotions in our lives—how they guide our behavior—and
how similar they are in the animals we have grown to love. It tells us that there is much more



going on in our brains when we experience an emotion than just the subjective feeling of it—that
is just the tip of a neural iceberg. Neuroscience provides a perspective on emotion that, in
principle, can subsume many other ways of thinking about this fascinating subject, with
important implications for furthering psychiatric diagnosis and treatment. That said,
understanding how the brain controls emotion states is a tough problem that’s far from solved,
and I can’t promise that I’ll be able to provide a satisfying answer to all the questions that this
introduction has likely raised in your mind. What I can promise is that the journey I’m going to
take you on will open interesting windows on the inner workings of the brain.Footnotei Darwin’s
explanation is that wide eyes allow us to increase the scope of our peripheral vision, making it
easier to detect a predator that may be lurking nearby.1CHAPTER 1Are Fleeing Fruit Flies
Fraught with Fear?TWENTY FRUIT FLIES, BUNCHED TOGETHER ON a thumbnail-sized
patch of food in the middle of a covered, transparent arena the size of a small salad plate, jostle
one another only slightly as they graze. They appear as peaceful as cows in an alpine meadow.
Then, with the press of a button, a dark paddle—essentially a slow-motion, computerized
flyswatter—swings above the arena. As the shadow passes above the grazing insects, I watch
their response through a video camera.When the shadow passes above the flies for the first
time, they barely move, seeming to ignore it, as if to say, Don’t bother me, I’m eating. When the
paddle swings back in the opposite direction, a few of the flies react gently as the shadow’s
edge passes across their brilliant vermilion eyes. After a brief pause, I trigger the paddle to swing
back and forth across the arena again. This time, as the shadow passes overhead, several of the
flies leap off the food patch and onto the surrounding clear plastic floor while others shift
uneasily but stay on the food. On the return pass of the shadow, yet more flies jump off the food.
On the next trial, the remainder of the flies jump off the food patch while their companions scurry
around more rapidly, their escape prevented by the transparent cover millimeters above their
heads. On the fourth and fifth trials, the seemingly frantic flies run out to the border of the arena
until all of them are at its edge, and then continue to run around it in single file, like a train on a
circular track.Remarkably, this behavior—called thigmotaxis—continues even after the shadows
stop passing overhead: the flies continue to move in a chain around the perimeter of the arena,
occasionally flicking their wings if the fly behind them gets too close.i After a minute or two, the
flies begin to slow down. Some of them leave the train at the perimeter and make their way back
to the central food patch. With time, more and more of the flies follow them back to the center,
until after a few minutes only one or two of them continue to circle the arena. Eventually, even
those seemingly reluctant stragglers return to the food patch, where they resume feeding with
their brethren. I perform the entire experiment again on the same group of flies and get the same
result, and then on another batch of flies, and another, until I am certain that the effect is robust
and repeatable, all captured on videotape.What was going on in the tiny brains of these little
animals, each fly smaller than a grain of rice? The amateur observer in me wanted to believe—
as Darwin did—that I was witnessing an example of fear in flies: that the shadow repetitively
moving overhead had evoked a mounting state of anxiety, which gradually trumped hunger and



induced the flies to stop feeding, and eventually to flee in terror from what they perhaps
perceived as a predatory bird circling overhead, waiting to strike. Frantic, the flies ran as far as
they could away from the food patch and then, when they got to the edge of the arena, kept
moving against the wall, desperate to find a way out while staying as far away as possible from
the open, vulnerable center. Once the shadows stopped, the fear eventually dissipated; hunger
won out and the flies, realizing the coast was clear, returned to their meal.But was this
interpretation correct? Most of us have had the experience of trying to swat a pesky domestic fly
(usually a larger cousin of the tiny fruit fly) that is buzzing around our bedroom, preventing us
from falling asleep. If we’re stealthy, lucky, and quick, we get it on the first swat. But if we miss,
the fly buzzes off. You can simulate this in the laboratory as well, without smashing the fly: move
a shadow toward a fly that is poised atop a little perch, and it will jump away in a few
milliseconds, executing graceful balletic moves that you can capture with a high-speed video
camera at 5,000 frames per second, as Gwyneth Card so elegantly did when she was a PhD
student at Caltech.But is that leap from danger necessarily evidence of fear? Or is it just a well-
tuned, robotic aerial escape reflex? There’s no way to tell because under ordinary
circumstances the fly disappears into the room after it jumps away. To get around this problem, I
designed a computerized Rube Goldberg machine to repeatedly wave a flyswatter above the
flies while they were trapped in an arena they couldn’t escape. That way, I could continue to
watch the flies after I stopped swinging the swatter above their little heads. Moreover, the setup
allowed me to expose the flies to multiple passes of the swatter, so that I could watch how their
responses changed over time. My hunch, which turned out to be correct, had been that the more
times the swatter passed overhead, the more agitated the flies would become.So, did the
behavior I observed in my Swat-O-Matic tell me that flies indeed have “fear”? After all, the
behavior certainly looked like what vertebrate animals do when (we assume) they are scared,
whether they’re birds flocking away from your feeder up into a nearby tree upon the approach of
a cat or gazelles scattering from a watering hole in the African savannah at the approach of a
lion. And thigmotaxis (circling) is also considered a classic type of anxiety behavior in rodents.
So the behavior I had induced in the flies certainly had what behavioral scientists call face
validity: on its face, it looks like what you’d expect to see when animals are afraid. Moreover, it
also had what they call construct validity: the behavior was produced in the laboratory (that is,
constructed) by a stimulus that mimicked a type of threat that the animals were likely to
encounter in real life. But did that mean that attributing a state of fear to the flies under these
conditions was the only explanation for what I had observed?AFTER FURTHER
CONSIDERATION, AND after discussion with several colleagues, I realized that no matter how
much the behavior—particularly the circling at the edge of the arena—“looked” like a fear
response, it was not enough evidence to conclude that the flies were in a fear-like state. Flies are
well-known for a reflex called the optomotor response, in which a continuous movement of
stripes across their retinae will cause them to continue to walk in the direction that maximizes
this optic flow. There is no fear or internal motivational state driving this behavior: it is like a



person walking on a treadmill, who has to keep putting one foot ahead of the other simply in
order to avoid falling off.You could imagine that this optomotor reflex might be activated in the
flies’ brains once they reached the perimeter of the arena. Perhaps as the flies started to walk
around its circumference, hugging the wall, the movement of the wall past their eyes generated
an optic flow that made them continue to walk around the perimeter simply to maintain this flow.
In that case, there would be no fear or anxiety here, no desperate search for a way out of the
enclosed arena: just a hardwired, reflexive motor response that was being driven by visual
stimuli as the flies moved around the edge of the arena. Michael Dickinson, a brilliant colleague
at Caltech who brings an aeronautical engineer’s perspective to the study of fly behavior, has
shown time and again how complex, seemingly intentional actions performed by flies are in fact
little more than sophisticated reflexes—changes in wing beat and body orientation triggered by
visual cues, odor plumes, and wind, something like a fighter plane that can perform dogfights on
autopilot.The more I thought about it, the more I realized, to my disappointment, that there was
no rigorous way to distinguish between those two explanations for the flies’ behavior in the Swat-
O-Matic. I had spent well over a year building various gadgets in an attempt to coax flies into
showing some evidence of what looked (to me at least) like fear. While the flies indeed exhibited
what looked, superficially and anthropomorphically, like fear in these gadgets, there was an
alternative, equally valid explanation that didn’t invoke some kind of emotion but rather drew on
a hardwired, automatic reflex response stemming from sophisticated psychophysical
mechanisms honed over millions of years of evolution. If you don’t know what’s going on inside
the brain but are just observing an animal that exhibits a particular behavior in response to a
particular sensory stimulus, it can be very difficult to decide whether that behavior is controlled
by a reflex or by an internal state.A word here on the difference between a reflex and an emotion
state. By “reflex,” I mean a genetically specified neural pathway that automatically connects a
particular sensory stimulus to a particular motor response—something like how when you’re
operating a marionette, jiggling a wire (the stimulus) causes a particular limb of the marionette to
move in a particular manner. Activating that pathway produces that response, and only that
response. (We’ll see a human-made example of this in Chapter 2, when we learn about
Braitenberg vehicles.) More sophisticated behaviors can be constructed by stringing reflexes
together into a sequence, such that the behavioral output of one pathway activates the input of
the next pathway, and so on—a process that ethologists refer to by the obscure term
“stygmergy.” We can use stygmergic processes to build very sophisticated robots.In contrast to
such hardwired, stimulus-response reflex systems, behaviors controlled by internal emotion
states involve what psychologist Kent Berridge has called an intervening variable, something in
the brain that lies at the interface between the sensory input and the motor output (see Chapter
2 for more details). These intervening variables are the product of information gathered from
multiple input pathways and combined to produce an internal “driving force” that can vary in
intensity.1 The intensity of that driving force, together with other influences, determines which
behavior is chosen from among a number of possible options. Internal states offer more flexibility



than stimulus-response reflexes: they can respond to any of several different stimuli (or “fan-in,”
to use a term originally derived from electrical engineering), and they can produce any of several
different outputs (“fan-out”).In 1950, the Nobel Prize–winning ethologist Konrad Lorenz
proposed a hydraulic analogy to explain how such a system might work. Imagine a water bucket
hanging from a support in your backyard. The bucket can be filled from various sources: rain, a
faucet, a pitcher of water, and so on. When the amount of liquid in the bucket reaches a certain
level, it creates hydraulic pressure on one (or more) of several valves of varying sensitivity,
releasing the water through a different hose for each valve. Each hose is connected to a different
backyard device, allowing the water to perform different functions: drive a sprinkler to irrigate the
lawn, fill a birdbath, run a waterwheel to produce electricity or lift a weight, operate a fountain, et
cetera. Which functions are activated, and for how long, depend on the level of water in the
bucket. If the bucket is full, all functions are active; if it is almost empty, only the function
connected to the hose with the most sensitive valve will be active. Now imagine that the
hydraulic system is enclosed in a big black box, so you can only see what goes in and what
comes out. In that case, if you are always looking at just one input stimulus (e.g., the faucet) and
one output response (e.g., the sprinkler), it can be difficult to distinguish whether a given yard
function is controlled by a hardwired reflex (a faucet directly connected by a hose to the
sprinkler) or by a variable internal state (the water level in the bucket).In the case of flies and
their escape behavior, a large amount of research has looked inside the brain to identify a
reflexive neural pathway controlling jump responses to looming visual stimuli: it involves a
(relatively) huge neuron, called the “giant fiber,” that basically connects the fly’s eyes almost
directly to its legs and can trigger a jump in response to a shadow within a few milliseconds. To
return to our hydraulic analogy, it’s essentially a faucet connected directly to a hose that only
drives a sprinkler. Could such a system, together with the optomotor reflex described earlier,
explain the behavior of the flies in the Swat-O-Matic? Without some other type of measurement,
criterion, or experiment, there is no easy way to decide. Is the flies’ behavior controlled by an
internal emotion state, as we assume to be the case for other animals on the planet that are
evolutionarily closer to us (birds, gazelles, dogs, cats)? Or is the behavior instead a very
sophisticated reflex that could fool an impressionable observer into believing that the insects
were “afraid”—like a skilled actor who can simulate fear by practiced control of their facial
muscles? Come to think of it, is there any argument against explaining the behavior of birds,
gazelles, and cats by the same type of non-emotional reflex mechanism as well?This
conundrum gets to the heart of the problem of studying emotions in animals: How can you know,
objectively and scientifically, whether the animal is showing an “emotional” response to a certain
stimulus or situation, or just a hardwired stimulus-response reflex? In fact, most attributions of
emotions to animals have been based on anthropomorphic inference: if the animal is doing what
I would do in a given situation, and if I would feel a certain way in that situation, then the animal
must be feeling that way, too. If the elephant has clear liquid running out of its eyes, it must be
crying, and therefore it must be sad. If it walks like a duck, talks like a duck, and looks like a



duck, then it’s probably a duck, right?While that may be a perfectly good conclusion to draw
when thinking about how to keep our beloved pets happy, it’s not science. If we really want to
know whether animals have emotions or are just very fancy robots with hardwired reflexes that
“look” emotional, we need to make every effort to rule out alternative interpretations. In science,
it’s not sufficient to just choose the interpretation you prefer and ignore the inconvenient or less
palatable alternatives. You have to show, by experiment, that the alternatives are not valid
explanations. As my late mentor and colleague Seymour Benzer once said to me, “The greatest
sin in science is wishful thinking.”Sometimes, however, it’s just not possible to experimentally
exclude every other possible explanation for an observed phenomenon. In this case, scientists
often rely on logical arguments, such as the so-called principle of parsimony, otherwise known
as Occam’s razor. According to this principle, if there are multiple possible explanations for a
certain observation or phenomenon, then the simplest one—that is, the one that makes the
fewest assumptions or invokes the least complex widget—is likely to be the correct one. This
principle has usually held true in the physical sciences, where truth and simplicity often go hand
in hand. If one applies this principle to the debate about reflexes versus internal emotion states,
it favors the reflex explanation. It is simpler to envision a system of sensors, wires, and joints that
produce coordinated movements in response to a given stimulus than it is to invoke some sort of
vaguely defined, complex internal state that we call an “emotion” and which somehow produces
the same outcome. Indeed, this has been the prevailing view in the field of ethology, which seeks
to explain animal behavior in functional terms as stimulus-response relationships rather than by
invoking some mysterious subjective mental state that cannot be directly observed or
measured.SO, SHOULD WE JUST throw up our hands in frustration and walk away, leaving the
question of whether fleeing flies are motivated by fear on the slag heap of scientific
unknowables? Why does it matter, anyway, whether fly behavior incorporates fear, or any
emotions at all? It matters because it determines whether researchers can use fruit flies as a
subject to study how animal brains generate emotion states. For well over a century, fruit flies
have been a workhorse model organism for figuring out fundamental mechanisms in biology,
from mapping the position at which different genes (units of heredity) are located along a
chromosome (a cellular structure that contains a string of different genes) to decoding the
genetic blueprint for embryonic development. That’s because they’re small, easy and cheap to
grow, have large numbers of progeny and a two-week generation time, and have only 4 pairs of
chromosomes (compared to 20 in mice and 23 in humans). Yet they obey the same principles of
heredity, development, and evolution that apply to us. Because they are compact and easy to
work with, flies tend to yield solutions to basic biological problems faster than we can figure
them out in furry animals like mice or rats, let alone people. The fruit fly genome was sequenced
years before the human genome, and most fly genes have counterparts (called homologs) in
humans. Many of those genes are relevant to human diseases. For that reason, flies have been
an important biological stepping-stone to finding medically important genes in humans.If fruit
flies are useful for figuring out how genes work, then it is not unreasonable to think that they



should also be useful for figuring out how brains work—although this was originally a leap of
faith. Seymour Benzer, an ex-physicist who made seminal contributions to cracking the genetic
code in the late 1950s, was the first person to realize this, and in the 1960s he was responsible
for establishing fruit flies (often known by their genus name, Drosophila) as a model organism for
studying how genes control behavior.ii However, as the Columbia University neuroscientist and
Nobel laureate Richard Axel has pointed out, genes do not control behavior (at least not directly
so); rather, neural circuits control behavior. Genes “control” behavior through their influences on
the development and function of neural circuits. So if we ultimately want to know how genes
shape behavior, we have to understand first how neural circuits control behavior.
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BOOM, “Do fruit flies feel fear?. We can't know what fruit flies, mice, or even chimpanzees feel,
but David Anderson and his team have created a clear framework for analyzing emotion
primitives in bugs and animals. Emotion primitives is a term coined by the author and refers to
the evolutionary building blocks of emotions. His book takes us on an incredible scientific
journey of ingenuity, luck, and utilization of the latest technological advances to unlock secrets of
emotion primitives.David challenges the view put forward by Lisa Feldman Barrett in her book
How Emotions Are Made, in which she argues that emotions don't live in distinct parts of the
brain. Yet, David's team consistently manipulates emotion primitives in the lab by targeting
specific brain regions. For example, nuanced aspects of defensive behaviors and aggression
were essentially turned off and on by isolating the same group of neurons across different
species.I love the part of his story when his wife challenges him to connect his scientific
discoveries with their usefulness in real-world applications. With this in mind, he addresses why
the FDA has failed to approve any new psychiatric drugs in 50 years and suggests that his
research can help pave the way for effective mental health medications.While we can't tell what
fruit flies feel, David has illustrated that they experience far more than just reflexes. The same
building blocks of human emotions are active in bugs and beasts.”

CST, “A fantastic and important read.. I am a career neuroscientist (but have no formal
relationship to the author or business affiliation to the book or publisher). The Nature of the
Beast is a wonderful read for anyone interested in the neuroscience of emotions, aggression
and how internal states drive behavior. Anderson is the world expert in these topics. The book is
accessible to non-scientists and deeply rooted in data. All people, but especially those who
know or treat people with emotional or behavioral disorders would be wise to read this book.”
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